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Friday 10th February 2017

Dear Parents and Carers,
Term 4: A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Our topic next term is going to be A Midsummer Night’s Dream, culminating in our Year 3 and
Year 4 production at the end of the term. We have arranged for The Young Shakespeare
Company to come into school on Thursday 9 th March during the afternoon to perform an
interactive production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. The children will be actively involved in
the performance, becoming characters and taking part, which will enable them to really
understand the plot and Shakespearean language. This is an amazing experience; the Young
Shakespeare Company have a fantastic reputation and perform across the country. We are very
lucky to get this slot; we are their last booking for 2017 and 2018 is already nearly full! It should
hopefully provide lots of inspiration for our own performance at the end of the term.
The cost of this experience will be a voluntary contribution of £5.80 per child which you can pay
for on Parent Pay. We are also putting both classes’ Eat 4 Treats money towards the cost, as
we feel this will be such a worthwhile and exciting experience.
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We will be swimming for the last time on Tuesday 21st February. The children will need to bring
a pair of pyjamas for this. They may bring a loose pair of joggers and T-shirt if pyjamas are tricky
but no onesies please! We will also be having dance lessons on Thursday afternoons and
Rugby will be on Tuesday afternoons.
We’re looking forward to an exciting new term.
Yours sincerely,
Mr Chandler

